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Mario De La Rosa Out And About - Monte-Carlo (7)
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Mario De La Rosa, the actor known for the series La casa de papel allows himself a ride in a Ferrari through the streets of the principality in Monte-Carlo, Monaco on June 6, 2021. Photo by Simone Comi/IPA/ABACAPRESS.COM
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